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WOMAN FLAPPER IN THE ROARING TWENTIES FELECTED IN 

FITZGERALD’S THE GREAT GATSBY (1925): A FEMINIST APPROACH.  

 

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini adalah tentang Perempuan Flapper pada dekade 20an, yang 

tercermin dalam Novel The Great Gatsby (1925) karya Fitzgerald melalui 

pendekatan Feminis. Penelitian ini digunakan untuk menganalisis tentang 

karakteristik wanita Flapper dan perjuangannya secara social sebagai wanita 

flapper dalam Novel The Great Gatsby karya F. Scott Fitzgerald. Berhubungan 

dengan pernyataan tersebut, tujuan dari penenlitian ini adalah untuk menganalisis 

novel berdasarkan pendekatan feminis, terdiri dari sumber data primer dan sumber 

data sekunder. Sumber data primernya adalah Novel The Great Gatsby yang di 

tulis oleh karya F. Scott Fitzgerald. Sumber data sekundernya diambil dari sumber 

lain, seperti sumber virtual, buku teori sastra, dan terutama berkaitan dengan 

feminism sastra. Tekhnik pengumpulan data menggunakan metode Note-Taking 

yang digunakan oleh Gore. Peneliti menggunakan pendekatan Feminis, karena 

relevan dengan pembahasan perempuan flapper dan perjuangannya secara sosial 

di era 20an. Berdasarkan analisis, peneliti mengambil kesimpulan. Bahwa, 

perempuan flapper dan perjuangan sosialnya muncul dikarenakan adanya 

kebebasan baru yang di antarkan dari akibat Perang Dunia Pertama menjadi awal 

era baru kemakmuran, urbanisme, dan konsumerisme dari beberapa aspek yang 

menyertainya. Para perempuan Flapper beraksi dengan segala sifat yang 

ditimbulkan dari semua aspek penyebab itu dan merefleksikan perjuangan 

sosialnya. Dan, di sini menggunakan pendekatan Feminis, khususnya Social 

Feminis.    
 

Kata kunci: wanita flapper, teori feminis, novel the great gatsby 

 

Abstract 

The study is about Woman Flapper in Roaring Twenties reflected in Fitzgerald’s 

The Great Gatsby (1925): A Feminist Approach. The research is proposed to 

analyze about the characteristics of women flapper and the power struggle of 

women flapper in The Great Gatsby Novel by F Scott Fitzgerald. Dealing with 

problem statement above, the objective of the study is to analyze the novel based 

on the feminist approach. They consist of primary data sources and secondary 

data sources. The source of primary data is The Great Gatsby novel written by F 

Scott Fitzgerald. The sources of secondary data are taken from other sources, such 

as virtual sources, books of literary theory and especially relate to the feminism of 

literature. The researcher can collect the data from the novel while analyzing, it 

has some steps that the researcher have to do, stated by Gore in 

http://classroom.synonym.com, the researcher used Feminist Approach, because it 

is relevant with the problem that the researcher want to analyze women flapper 

and the power struggle of woman flapper in Roaring twenties. Based on the 

analysis, the researcher took a conclusion. Women flapper happens because of the 

reason is Roaring Twenties, enjoying the new freedoms ushered in by the end of 

the First World War and the dawn of new era of prosperity, urbanism, and 
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consumerism, and they react with their power struggle of being women, we can 

observe it using Feminist Approach, especially Social Feminism. 

 

Keyword: woman flapper, a feminist approach, the great gatsby novel 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

After World War I ended, Americans seems wants separated from Europe in any 

relation. There are so many changes in America in this era, likes socially and 

culturally, and in their life, it is called as a revolution. The Roaring Twenties plays 

a very important role in the history of America. There are a lot of changes and 

development in America. It is difficult to discuss the history of America without 

talking about Roaring Twenties. 

The 1920s was not only a period of America when involved in the World 

War I in 1917-1918; moreover, The involvement of America was also giving a 

change to the Americans. The Americans are influence much by the war, and it 

also has an influence on their women’s life. When their men were at war, women 

took men’s role in the daily life, such as taking care of their children and getting a 

job to feed them. That is very different from the previous era, when the women 

stay at home and do not get the job outside their home.  

America’s economy developed rapidly after the World War I. There are the 

presidencies that era, such as Harding, Coolidge and Hoover,. Those presidents 

worked hard to bring United States’ condition back to normal. In economy sector, 

they made policies and the hardest effort was done by Andrew Mellon, Harding’s 

secretary of the treasury. “After his study of falling tax revenues revealed that the 

amount of money gleaned from the upper classes had declined with each new rate 

increase, Mellon concluded that lowering the rates on everyone, especially the 

wealthiest classes, would actually result in their paying more taxes.” (Schweikart, 

2004:536). It was one of the greatest tax policies since it was successful in 

bringing normal economy condition in Harding’s presidency. 

 In this period, there are technology developments and it makes a revolution 

in Americans’ way of lives. The developments in technology bring new lives for 

the Americans, for the example is the mass production of radio. Mass production 
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of radio and the existence of commercial radio played important role in the 

Twenties. Many newspaper companies used radio as a new media to sell 

information and entertainment. Other places such as department store, 

universities, or even churches also used radio for their own purposes. 

Broadcasting became a new and important issue in this era. The spread of radio 

also brought a change in political side. Politicians used radio for the campaign. 

They also use the radio to spread the information to the people. Radio makes a 

new phenomenon that never exists before in that era. Some radio programs 

presented about drama, comic serials, evening concerts and it made new literary 

celebrities. Some novelists, journalists, short story writers, and poets became 

famous because of radio.  

Besides radio, another technological revolution in this era was Hollywood. 

Movies find its quick development in these years. “During the 1920s, Hollywood 

began to consolidate itself into a studio system that would transform movie 

making from a helter-skelter art form into an industry comparable in income and 

net profit to the smokestack enterprises located on the opposite coast. By 1923, 

15,000 movie theaters, with an average capacity of 507, were seating an average 

total weekly attendance of 50 million, a figure that would rise to 65 million in 

1928” (streissguth, 1958:246). 

In the end of The World War I, America has a big change in women’s role. 

The war brings a big difference in women’s suffrage. The men go to war and the 

women must have a job to earn some money for their living. Same of them have a 

job in the factories and even they must do the jobs that they never had before, 

such as mail carriers, drivers, conductors and traffic cops.  

There are many roles of women in this era, they involved in important 

organizations. The people see that votes from women are important. “Women 

voters turned out heavily in some communities.  Urban,  white, and  middle-class  

women  were  more  likely  to  vote  than  were  immigrants, African Americans,  

or  members  of  the  working  class.   The candidacy of Al Smith for president in 

1928 proved an important turning point and catalyst for female voters.” 

(Streisguth, 1958:42). 
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Another important issue in the Roaring Twenties was flapper. There is a 

revolution in people’s way of lives. There are also many influences from the 

development of technology. It makes a big difference in women’s role. Women in 

America started to change their way of lives, their fashion style and their habits. 

These are the flapper’s self actualization. Self actualization for the flapper means 

their self liberations and their ways to show their existence. They tend to expose 

their liberation in their fashion, in their jobs, and in their daily lives to make 

people realize about them. The 1920's exemplified the changing attitudes of 

American's toward foreign relations, society, and leisure activities. Americans 

found themselves in a period of reform, both socially and culturally. One of the 

most striking cultural reforms following the World War I was the existence of 

flappers, a group of young girls who tried to expose their actualization by 

breaking away from the Victorian image of womanhood. They created what many 

consider the new or modern woman. The ‘‘New Woman’’ of the 1920s shed her 

steel corset, wore shorter skirts, and bobbed her hair as acts of self-liberation 

(Parish, 1992:29). 

This research uses the feminist approach to analyze woman flapper that 

reflected in Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby (1925). This is the opportunity to 

develop the potential of the characters when the roaring twenties era. In another 

faction, suitable with their characteristics. There  is the redefinition of woman 

flapper to help the female character in their daily’s lives. 

The Great Gatsby is the right novel to describe about the roaring twenties in 

American history. This novel uses much contemporary historical material. The 

choice of place and subject, for example, was itself a statement. In 1924, H. L. 

Mencken, the most influential American critic identified the life of post-war New 

York City as one of the new subjects of the novel (Prigozy, 2002:81). Wartime is 

a good portrait in the novel. The theme of this novel was a man who came home 

from war.  It tells about how difficult life was after people came home from war. 

World War I brings many problems, not only to the nation but also to the people 

who came home from war or the veterans. These people hoped to get better lives 
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after war but unfortunately, the condition in America was very difficult and it 

affected the veterans who wanted to get jobs.  

The main character in The Great Gatsby is Jay Gatsby. He also has the 

same problem. He tries hard on looking a job after came home from World War I. 

The condition was different with the time before war. War has bring many new 

lives for the people in America. Some people said it as chaotic, noisy and even 

immoral condition. People live differently and these conditions can not be seen in 

the normal ways.  

There were a change in literature and it is also shown in The Great Gatsby 

(1925) novel by Fitzgerald. The euphoria of Gatsby after war time and after he got 

wealth was the image of Fitzgerald’s life himself in the era of Roaring Twenties. 

America in these years met its rapid development in many sectors, including in 

economy. Many people got rich easily and they moved to upper class. This also 

experienced by Fitzgerald and it became the background of Gatsby’s life in his 

novel. “A new kind of American novel might not only capture the moment but 

also understand a new experience in American history, the replacement of 

Victorian public conscience by modern subjectivity” (Prigozy,  2002:81). 

Based on the above data, the authors analyze feminist approaches in the 

novel of The Great Gatsby (1925) by Fitzgerald to determine the women flapper 

in these novels entitled “Woman Flapper in the Roaring Twenties Reflected in 

Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby (1925): A Feminist Approach.” 

The problem statement of this paper is “What are the characteristics of 

women flapper in The Great Gatsby Novel by F Scott Fitzgerald?”. And, “How is 

the power struggle of women flapper in The Great Gatsby Novel by F Scott 

Fitzgerald? Dealing with problem statement above, the objective of the study is to 

analyze the novel based on the feminist approach. 

The writer got the previous study about the same novel that conducted a 

study with titled is The first study is the research that was conducted by Zahrotul 

Muniroh (Gadjah Mada University: 2009), the writer analyzes “The Pursuit of 

Happiness in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby.” In the research, the writer 

focuses on the analysis of the American pursuit on dream. Most of its characters 
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are focused on gaining the material of the American dream. These conditions lead 

them to be a people who were selfish and heartless because they put materialism 

and hedonism as their beliefs and principles. So the research has similarity with 

this study that wanted to analyze about woman flapper in the roaring twenties.  

The second study is delivered by Bambang Setiawan (Gadjah Mada 

University: 1999), with title “F Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby: Reflection of 

the American Moral Failure in the Twenties.” This research focused on revealed 

the American in twenties chaotic moments in social, political and economical life 

as result of people failure moral. Because of that, the research has same problem 

with this study that will analysis about woman flapper in the roaring twenties. 

The different between the researches above and this research are: the issue 

of this research is about the woman flapper of the female characters, it focuses in 

three female characters, they are Daisy Fay or Daisy Buchanan, Jordan Baker and 

Myrtle Wilson, in the Roaring Twenties Reflected in Fitzgerarld’s The Great 

Gatsby (1925). And, in this research discuss about the characteristics of women 

flapper in The Great Gatsby Novel by F Scott Fitzgerald and how their power 

struggle within the era. The similarity between two studies is the object of the 

research that is The Great Gatsby by Fitzgerald. 

 

2. METHOD  

This study was design to get answers about women flapper in The Great Gatsby 

novel written by F Scott Fitzgerald. The research method employed in this study 

is descriptive qualitative method. The object of this study was about women 

flapper in The Great Gatsby novel written by F Scott Fitzgerald. The type of data 

in this research is a form of textual data.  It includes narrations, monologues and 

dialogues. These have some sentences which are arranged by many words that has 

meaning. There are two data sources that are needed to conduct this research. 

They consist of primary data sources and secondary data sources. The source of 

primary data is The Great Gatsby novel written by F Scott Fitzgerald The sources 

of secondary data are taken from other sources, such as virtual sources, books of 

literary theory and especially relate to the feminism of literature. 
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The researcher can collect the data from the novel while analyzing, it has 

some steps that the researcher have to do, stated by Gore in 

http://classroom.synonym.com, namely: (1) Read each chapter of your novel that 

will be analyzed. It makes understanding of the storyline. Write the character 

names and describe them such as; how they look and the actions. Write the 

significant action of the character on your novel. Write the key events from each 

chapter. (2) Identify the relationship the one character to the others such as; the 

connection of family, enemies, friends relationship that make interaction with the 

character. (3) Relate the description of characters to be identified to the theme for 

deep understanding of the content of the novel that will be analyzed. (4) Write 

down the quotations that you consider it is important and write the page number 

for future reference. (5) Collect the data that have been found in the novel. (6) 

Analyzing the data and relate it to theory and the issues. (7) Look up the words 

that you don’t know the meaning of it on dictionary and never assume that you 

understand the meaning of a word, it can make risk to miss some pieces of 

information from novel. (8) Write the publication information for bibliography. It 

includes: author, place of publication, date, and page number. If you also find the 

passages that are significant from the Internet, you must use publication 

information found from the passage that you look up. And, (9) Make conclusion 

based on your analyzing.  

 

3. FINDINGS AND DISCCUSION  

In analyzing F. Scott Fitzgerald, the author of The Great Gatsby, based on the 

issue of feminist approach, specifically in Socialist. The writer answers the 

problem statement and discuss the result of the analysis to be some parts, there 

are: 

a. In the research, the writer found the women flapper of Daisy Fay, Jordan 

Baker, Myrtle Wilson character through the character and characterization, 

theme, setting and plot of the story. From the character and characterization, 

the writer analyzes the character through her interactions with other character 

in the novel, from the interaction the writer can conclude that the three women 
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characters are the reflection of women flapper in the era.  The setting of time 

in the story is The Great Gatsby takes place during the summer of 1922. The 

1920s are a period that is sometimes called the Roaring 20s or the Jazz Age. 

The novel takes place during a period of enormous change and transition for 

the U.S. 1919 brought the end of World War I, a war marked by its massive 

death toll and the horrors of trench warfare which countered the image of 

soldiering as glorious and heroic. The plot of the story represents in four 

sequential levels, exposition, complication, climax and resolution. The women 

flapper can be seen through their style of life. Daisy and Myrtle is obsessed 

with their social status, how they obsessed with it. 

b. The writer also focuses on the women flapper based on feminist approach, 

specifically in socialist feminism. Socialist feminist see women’s relationship 

to the economy as the origin of women’s oppression. Gender is conceptualized 

as a social, political, ideological and economic category that takes a particular 

shape under capitalism. Socialist feminists set as their goal transforming basic 

structural arrangement of society so that categories of class, gender, sexuality, 

and race no longer act as barriers to equal sharing of resources. Patriarchy, a 

system in which men dominate both women and younger or less privileged 

men, exist in both capitalist political-economic system. According to Patricia 

Elliot and Nancy Mandell in their book Feminist Studies, Race, Class, And 

Sexuality, Social feminists today tend to focus their analyses on five central 

concerns, they are (1) The  role of the household in propping up the entire 

capitalist system by reproducing gender, race, sexual, and class relations, (2) 

The relation of as wage earners to modes of production, (3)  Dissects the 

relation of women and social class, (4) The role of the family in the 

ideological socialization of women, men, and children, (5) Concepts of praxis, 

consciousness raising, and ideology are central to socialist feminist studies.  

There are some aspects that influence the characteristic of women flapper. 

They are (1) Ending of War, (2) Right to vote, (3) Urban versus Rural Living, (4) 

Manufacturing and technology, (5) Leisure time, (6) Transportation, (7) Movies, 

(8) Radio. 
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All the eight factors trigger the Characteristic of Women Flapper. The 

character of women flapper, based on wikipedia about flapper (downloaded on 

January,3
rd

 2020, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flapper). The the indicators of 

woman flapper is divided into three parts, they are, the first is behavior, the 

second is behavior. It contains with behavior, (2) image of youth, (3) Overturning 

of Victorian roles, (4) petting parties, (5) Slang, Apparel.  

Many of the female characters are seen enjoying the freedoms of the 

flapper in the Jazz Age. They are two types of women in the novel, independent 

and dependent women. 

Independent woman is reveals in Jordan and Catherine. Jordan, in 

particular resists social pressure to conform to feminine norms. She plays golf, 

seems androgynous in her appearance, does not have a home influence or a 

chaperone, drives, drinks alcohol and attends Gatsby’s parties. Catherine, 

Myrtle’s sister, claims to live a similarly independent life, visiting other countries 

and sharing her accommodation with a girlfriend rather than a husband or family.  

The second is dependent women, Daisy and Myrtle are more conventional 

in that they are married, although they are both prepared to have affairs. Daisy is 

presented as being extremely seductive in Nick’s description, with special 

emphasis given to her voice. However, she is finally revealed as false, ultimately 

corrupt in her carelessness and concern for money. Her bitterness and cynicism is 

signalled early in the novel as she expresses a devastating critique of women’s 

position in society with reference to her daughter. 

Myrtle’s characterisation is more focussed on her physicality, and she is 

more quickly undermined as artificial, corrupt and even grotesque. Her death is 

undignified and stresses the destruction of specifically feminine aspects of her: 

her left breast is swinging loose and her mouth is ripped. It is possible to argue 

that Myrtle is punished severely for her sexuality, while Daisy, less overt about 

her illicit relationship with Gatsby, and a less sensual character altogether, is able 

to resume her life with Tom once she has abandoned Gatsby. 

c. Dealing with other research in the previous study, there are no similarities 

between this research with the previous study. While the difference is found in the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flapper
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analysis and discussion because the other research study used different theory 

with this research. The previous study that used feminist theory as approach to 

analyze the novel. The issue is right to work and from the issue’s analysis in the 

previous study, it is search the major problem that the major character applied the 

right to work that reflected in the novel. But, in this research, the writer wants to 

analyze the novel using Feminist Approach, specifically Social feminist. The 

issue’s in this research is women flapper. That the writer wants to analyze the 

women character and characterization, they are Daisy Fay, Jordan Baker and 

Myrtle Wilson character and characterization in the novel when they  become 

flapper that reflected in the novel. F. Scott Fitzgerald, the author of The Great 

Gatsby wants to deliver a moral message, that the consequences of immorality in 

Modern American Fiction, The Great Gatsby, written by F. Scott Fitzgerald, takes 

place during 1920’s, a time of prosperity, wild and hedonistic styles. The Roaring 

Twenties was a time of change, and the opportunity for self determination. It was 

during this time that social and moral values were drawn away from society, and 

towards the immoral behavior. The predominate theme of immorality can be seen 

through the character development of women character, they are Daisy Fay, 

Jordan Baker, and Myrtle Wilson.  

Women In the 1920’s took a step forward by changing their hair-cut, 

dresses, behavior in society and their attitude towards their families, but the Great 

Gatsby manifests that women were still in many ways powerless. The author 

accentuates as well the shortcomings they all had. These shortcomings are often 

the source of many conflicts in The Great Gatsby. We presume F. Scott Fitzgerald 

reflected his wife’s many problems through his novel’s heroines’ problems 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the analysis in the previous chapter, the writers finds out that there are 

three conclusions as the answer of the problem statement.  

The Great Gatsby is  F. Scott Fitzgerald’s 1925 novel of the same name 

which tells about the tragic rollercoaster life of a man named Gatsby. Originally 

written in 1925, the element of the story is reflecting the culture in that time, 
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especially can be seen from the women’s heroine. Women’s image changed 

drastically during the era called Flapper. 

One of the greatest writers F. Scott Fitzgerald perfectly explained the new 

era for females in his novel The Great Gatsby. In spite of numerous differences of 

female characters, Daisy Buchanan, Jordan Baker, and Myrtle Wilson, are all 

versions of the New Woman. Women share much of the focus that the men do in 

this book; however, they are not always shown in a positive light. In fact, they are 

often seen as negative things. Fitzgerald presents very contrasting roles for 

women in The Great Gatsby, making distinct challenges to both Flappers and the 

traditional woman. (Flapper Fashion Look Book, 2013). 

Basically, The Great Gatsby novel, Social feminists today tend to focus 

their analyses on five central concerns, they are: (1) The role of the household in 

propping up the entire capitalist system by reproducing gender, race, sexual, and 

class relations, (2) The  relation of as wage earners to modes of production, (3) 

The  role of the family in the ideological socialization of women, men, and 

children, (4) Concepts of praxis, consciousness raising, and ideology are central to 

socialist feminist studies.  

And then, we observe the characteristic of women flapper is from the look. 

The look becomes the apparent characteristic of flapper woman since it was 

becoming a trend and adopted by the majority of young women at that time. The 

second thing is women in in this era wore more makeup than before. The third 

thing is their fashion style.  

We can observe the characteristic of women flapper also through their life 

style, for example smoking, drinking alcohol, driving automobiles, and having 

affair. 

The natural process of women flapper is in the 1800’s to the 1920’s 

women had meager roles of being the docile and obedient housewife who cooked, 

cleaned, watched children and took care of home affairs. After the war, the upper 

class women began drinking, partying, starting to fight for Women’s suffrage; 

both upper and lower classes becoming more influential. They affect other 

marriages, destroy and created dreams, and even had power over life and death.  
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In The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald portrays women characters from 

both upper and lower class as independent yet conniving and manipulative. 

Fitzgerald points out that, women ultimately are the reason for men’s downfall in 

this novel. Women’s carefree and “flapper” characteristics create and then destroy 

hopes and dreams of men, ruin marriages and influence men’s dominance over 

women. 

As we can say about how the natural process could be happened, the 

reason is Roaring Twenties, enjoying the new freedoms ushered in by the end of 

the First World War and the dawn of new era of prosperity, urbanism, and 

consumerism. The decade kicked off with passage of the 19
th

 Amendment, which 

finally gave women the vote. Women also joined the workforce in increasing 

numbers, participated actively in the nation’s new mass consumer culture, and 

enjoyed more freedom in their personal lives. Despite the heady freedoms 

embodied by the flapper, real liberation and equality for women remained elusive 

in the 1920’s, and it would be left to later generations of women to fully benefit 

from the social changes the decade set in motion. It effects the women style of 

life, as we can see in the women character in The Great Gatsby Novel. 

Many of the female characters are seen enjoying the freedoms of the 

‘flappers’ in the Jazz Age. They are two types of women in the novel, independent 

and dependent women. Independent woman is reveals in Jordan and Catherine. 

Jordan, in particular resists social pressure to conform to feminine norms. She 

plays golf, seems androgynous in her appearance, does not have a home influence 

or a chaperone, drives, drinks alcohol and attends Gatsby’s parties. Catherine, 

Myrtle’s sister, claims to live a similarly independent life, visiting other countries 

and sharing her accommodation with a girlfriend rather than a husband or family.  

The second is dependent women, Daisy and Myrtle are more conventional 

in that they are married, although they are both prepared to have affairs. Daisy is 

presented as being extremely seductive in Nick’s description, with special 

emphasis given to her voice. However, she is finally revealed as false, ultimately 

corrupt in her carelessness and concern for money. Her bitterness and cynicism is 
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signalled early in the novel as she expresses a devastating critique of women’s 

position in society with reference to her daughter: 

Myrtle’s characterisation is more focussed on her physicality, and she is 

more quickly undermined as artificial, corrupt and even grotesque. Her death is 

undignified and stresses the destruction of specifically feminine aspects of her: 

her left breast is swinging loose and her mouth is ripped. It is possible to argue 

that Myrtle is punished severely for her sexuality, while Daisy, less overt about 

her illicit relationship with Gatsby, and a less sensual character altogether, is able 

to resume her life with Tom once she has abandoned Gatsby. 
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